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THIS A1 IS THE SECOND VERSION OF THE CA2RE BERLIN ABS-
TRACT. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTENT OF THIS A1 IS 
BASED ON THE EVOLUTION OF THE DOCTORAL RESEARCH IN 
THE MANIFOLD PRACTICE IN THE PERIOD BETWEEN THE AC-
CEPTANCE OF THE ABSTRACT & THE PERFORMANCE AND ON 
THE PANEL DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE PERFORMANCE. IT 
ADDRESSES THE FOLLOWING THEMES:

> On Taxonomic Landscapes: four new developments
> > Breaking Out
> > Dilution and Dispersion
> > Unsuccessful Digital Projections
> > A Triptych
> On Self-Intersection
> On Method
> On The Progressional Data Landscape as an Archive
> On Mereology
> Yard and World: A Mereological Negotiation

This dens A1 abstract is treated as a working document in the process of the doctoral 
research. In line with the ambitions, goal and inductive working method of the Yard & 
World doctoral research, this document is an artistic artefact of inquiry. It is a working 
document, a section in transition, a project in action, that contains the information of its 
own creation. In this sense the current document is self-intersecting. 
The original abstract as a miniature inset is incorporated. If you zoom in you are able to 
read the orginal abstract. 
The newly added text, photo‘s and studies, hold notes, assumptions, errors, questions 
and observations that need further development within the manifold practice. These 
annotations are left in RED. They work on a sub-level as a research itinerary. Exactly 
like working drawing in architecture production. 

ON TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES (TL‘s): FOUR NEW DEVELOPMENTS:
A TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPE OF TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES: A TAXONOMY

To give an account of the doctoral research in the manifold practice, and to study, 
organise and curate the body of work that forms the manifold practice, different forms 
of representation are tested and experimented with. One of those forms is Taxonomic 
Landscapes. How they work, and what their position is within the manifold practice 
has been described in the CA2RE conferences in Gent (April 2017) and Aarhus (April 
2018). „Taxonomic Landscapes are composed out of fragments taken from the manifold 
practice and organises them in the ‘enclosed’ space of a table top. Brought to-
gether, they aim to create a further understanding of the manifold practice. Taxonomic 
Landscapes are time-documents and samples of the current manifold practice. The goal 
of the Taxonomic Landscapes is to generate a focus on the possible interrelationships 
between the outcomes of the different practices. This way forms of entanglement, forms 
of operationality and forms of influence can be recognised, named and contextualised 
(framed). Each presentation moment in the track of the present Ph.D. is accompanied 
by a Taxonomic Landscape which is documented. The collection of these Taxonomic 
Landscape forms a series and hence one of the backbones of the Ph.D.“

Taxonomic Landscapes have the intention to say something meaningful about the dif-
ferent relationships between the different fragments of practice that are the composing 
elements of the TL. Part of a project space or ‚fragments‘ are brought together in new 
relationships. As such they form a new whole. The TL‘s mirror the operationality of 
the manifold in the way that they deal with part to whole relationships and part to part 
within the whole.Later in this text the concept of part to whole relationships and part to 
part within the whole (see mereology) will be briefly addressed.  

NOTE: DEFINE PROJECT SPACE: THE WHOLE OF THE ACTIONS, REFLEC
TIONS, DOCUMENTS, ARTEFACTS, INFLUENCES &C RELATED TO A PROJECT. 
THE HISTORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT?

These mereological negotiations are a pivotal operationality of the manifold practice 
and are explored, discovered, introduced &c through a continuous shifting and negotia-
ting of these relationships. This is central to the manifold practice.
The TL‘s are a way to: (1) make these mereological negotiations momentarily/tempo-
rarily explicit (reflection) and  (2) create new relationships and impact (operationality, 
action).
Taxonomic Landscapes are some sort of dynamic section of the manifold practice. The 
operationality of the manifold practice is the same mechanism as the operationality in 
the TL‘s. In a way this is obvious because the TL‘s are a product of the manifold.
The performance at the CA2RE Berlin marks a pivoting point in the development and 
experimenting with the TL and brought some changes about in the development and 
experimenting with the TL:
These developments are :

> > Breaking Out (1)
> > Dilution and Dispersion (2)
> > Unsuccessful Digital Projections (3)
> > A Triptych (4)

(1) breaking out of the presentation room and into a liminal space;
(2) the ‚deconstructing‘ of the one-table set-up of the TL‘s into a multi table set-up;
(3) the (unsuccessful) introduction of a digital pre-presentation;
(4) preparatory sketches and try-outs in the period between the acceptance of the abs-
tract and the actual performance.

Each of these developments will be addressed in what follows.

(1) Breaking Out
Throughout the experiments with the TL (see also the CA2RE paper Gent/Aarhus for a 
brief history of the development of TL) the goals has been to set up the TL‘s in spaces 
that somehow are the type of space: threshold spaces, in-between, liminal, edge condi-
tions &c  that somehow form the subject of the manifold practice. With the exception of 
the Aarhus presentation, the previous TL‘s have all been installed in the kind of spaces 
where there is a possible interaction with a ‚public‘.
The presentation room that was assigned to the performance was a closed lecture room 
some steps down from the main ground floor level. The space was, you could say,  com-
pletely ‚dissociated‘ from the main collective areas (as you would expect for a lecture 
room that needs the concentration...). However one the intentions of the TL‘s is to 
experiment with forms of engagement and interaction. Engagements between spaces, 
between the works and the space, between the theme and the space, between the works 
and the audience (a public)... The surrounding space is as much part of the TL‘s as 
the fragments from the manifold ‚on display‘. The positioning of the tables, frag-
ments, items, references, sources &c, searchers to build relationships and engagements 
with the space. Since the allocated lecture room did not allow for this, the performance 
was moved outside of the proposed lecture room and into the collective space. A space 
between the lecture rooms, between outside spaces, along the  main entrance, with a stair 
to below grounds and a view on the split-level... A space rich in relations like the one the 
manifold practice creates and explores. The performance space in which the performan-
ce was organised embodies a continuous shifting and negotiating of the enclosure and 
edges. 
The way the ‚items‘ of the TL‘s are placed in this performance space, plays with the 
idea to highlight, explore and play with the different distinctions and overlapping spaces 
and relations that is so characteristic of this in-between realm. In doing so it is reflecting 
the central line of inquiry of the doctoral research of space as relationships.  
In effect entangling the TL with the manifold, the TL with the performance space and 
the performance space with the manifold.

(2) Dilution and Dispersion
the ‚deconstructing‘ of the one-table set-up of the TL‘s into a multi table set-up

NOTE: DILUTING AND DISPERSION: IS THIS THE BEST POSSIBLE TERM?

Predominantly, so far the TL‘s of the manifold that have been created in the course of 
the doctoral research, revolved around one large table placed central in the performance 
space. It needs mentioning here that the TL‘s are not only created in the context of 
reflecting on and giving the account of the doctoral research, but that they are a cruci-
al method of project design in the office studio and the faculty studio, two of the four 
dimensions of the manifold practice. 
NOTE: SKETCHING OUT THE DIFFERENT SETTING OF THE PREVIOUS TL‘S: 
IN AN ATLAS OF TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES

Arrows of Operationality: (un)Folding the Ma-
nifold Work(s) is a presentation of a Taxonomic 
Landscape of Artefacts. These ‚Landscapes‘ 
are developed as a method of reflection and gi-
ving the account of the ongoing Ph.D. Research:

Between Yard and World: To Draw A Distin-
ction: On the Form of Re-Entry: A Manifold 
Practice:...‘.

The Lab(s):
The research takes place whitin the manifold 
that constitutes the authors practices.
This manifold practice is composed out of 
four ‚studios’: the Faculty Studio (Faculty of 
Architecture KULeuven), the Office Studio (a&t 
architects), the Research Studio (Studio Tuin 
en Wereld) and the (Music) Composing Studio 
(s.n.). 
The manifold practice is investigated by exami-
ning its multiple output and by exploring how 
the results of this investigating feed back into 
the manifold. This form of re-entry performs an 
operation(s) and contributes to the production 
of new output/work(s). The research explores 
the mechanism of this ‚operationality‘ of the 
form of re-entry. 

The Subject(s)
In this manifold practice ‚architecture‘ is 
explored as a form of creating distinctions with 
the right kind of overlap. 
The goal is of continuously exploring ‚architec-
tural‘ interventions that showcase and reflect 

on this concept of distinction and overlap. The 
work(s) within the manifold practice are inves-
tigating a continuous shifting and renegotiating 
of the enclosure, the distinction between wall 
and space, between wall and gate. Between this 
sphere and that realm, between yard and wor-
ld. Between U and I. In this way the research is 
about Space as Relationships.

The protocol(s)
This research protocol  is formed by an 
entanglement between the subject(s) (Topic, 
Focus, Interest, Line of Inquiry…) and the way 
work as research is done, the Protocol(s) (pro-
jects, generative metaphors, representation).
In this sense both ‘what’ and ‘how’ form 
a bicameral entanglement that builds on two 
quotes by George Spencer-Brown that ‚a uni-
verse comes into being when a space is severed 
or taken apart‘ and on the act of ‚drawing a 
distinction‘.

To draw distinctions becomes the central acti-
vity in the manifold practice. Drawing a distin-
ction is both an operation in space (you create 
something while naming it) and an operation in 
time (there is a before and after). Drawing dis-
tinctions is a recursive expression that becomes 
the core of the research mechanism. 

The form of re-entry becomes a paramount 
and crucial driver of the research of and in the 
manifold practice. Both theme and work as rese-
arch emerged out of the manifold. 

ARROWS OF OPERATIONALITY:
(UN)FOLDING THE MANIFOLD WORK(S)

KEYWORDS: Practice Based Research; Operationality; Artefacts; Taxonomic Landscapes;

The Arrow(s)
The contribution at the CA2RE Berlin will focus 
on the Arrows of Operationality that is a rese-
arch mechanism within the manifold practice 
research. 

The contribution will explore and mark the 
arrows of operationality on the base of arte-
facts that are outcomes of the manifold. The 
contribution will report on the feedback (form 
of re-entry) that drives the research in the ma-
nifold practice and will give the account of how 
the stitching together of the different practices 
of the manifold creates work. 

The Outcome(s)
The contribution to the CA2RE will be a set of 
artefacts as outcome from the manifold that 
relate how operationality is one of the drivers 
of the manifold practice research. The con-
tribution aims at continuing and furthering 
the discourse that started in the CA2RE Gent 
conference and to address the issues raised du-
ring CA2RE Aarhus. At the same time through 
participating I ambition to raise new reflections, 
questions and observations that will become 
advanced arrows of operationality (un)folding 
the manifold works.

The Manifold(s)
onto itself, interchangeable, the lab as subject, 
the protocol as outcome, the arrow as protocol 
&c
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More concretely, the TL evolved from a single table in a closed room to a table placed 
in a performance space (see previous point) where the space became an integral and 
important part of the TL. Through the accurate and deliberate placing of the table in 
the space, and through the detailed placing of some items and fragments of the manifold 
practice, placed in interaction with the performance space, a form of entanglement is 
created. Walls, floors, electrical appliances, fire extinguisher... are seen as opportunities 
for interaction and anchor moments in the performance space.

At the CA2RE Berlin a new step in the development of the TL‘s  was taken. In an act 
of a cell-division-like movement, the single table characteristic of previous TL‘s diluted 
/ dispersed into the performance space at the CA2RE Berlin performance. From one 
single large table, the TL became a collection of different tables in different areas of  the 
performance space. The TL landscape became a TL of TL‘S.

In an echo to the title of the project: Yard and World, this TL of TL‘s is like a collecti-
on of Yards in the World. Again, as in a mereological relation and negotiation: part to 
whole, part to part within the whole. Yard to World, and Yard to Yard within the World. 
This refers to the idea of the miniature and the fractal. 

NOTE: THE MINIATURE: TO EXPLORE THE MEREOLOGICAL COHERENCE 
OF YARD TO YARD, WORLD TO WORLD, YARD TOT WORLD, YARD TO YARD 
WITHIN THE WORLD AND WORLD TO WORLD WITHIN THE YARD.

The relationships between the different elements of the TL‘s are only useful (meaning 
generators of knowledge) insofar as they can be recognised, identified and described. 
This is where the idea of Taxonomy is relevant to the naming of Taxonomic Landscapes. 
It is in fact a taxonomy of relationships based on mereological principles.  

NOTE: REFERENCE TO DUCTUS SEE CA2RE GENT PAPER

In a taxonomic gesture we can identify different types of relationships that are present 
in TL‘s. The detailed description of these types is not the subject of this A1 it suffices to 
mention them. The identification of relations is an act of close reading: 

NOTE: CLOSE READING IN THE CONTEXT OF INDUCTIVE RESEARCH

The first level of close reading (1) deals with the relationships between the different frag-
ments on one specific table. Not to forget there is also the relationship between the frag-
ments on the table and the fragments not on the table. The second level of close reading 
of relationships on TL‘s (2) is realised through reading of the tables in relation to the 
other tables simultaneously present in the TL. This describes the relationships between 
the Taxonomic Landscapes within the performance space. A third kind of close reading 
focus (3) is formed through looking at relations across the different tables: it highlights 
the relations between fragments part of other tables. A fourth way of close reading (4) is 
a reading of the TL‘s across time, describing relationsto previous TL‘s.

NOTE: CLOSE READING IS AN ACT OF PERFORMANCE, IT HAPPENS,... BUT IS 
REFLECTED ON IN THE WAY LATER TL ARE CREATED AND IN THE WRI-
TINGS ABOUT THEM.

In the case of the CA2RE Berlin TL it asks specific mentioning that for the first time in 
the creation of TL‘s a thematic clustering was realised per table. Remind that ‚table‘ 
here is a  TL in itself.     
The following elements were the basis of the CA2RE Berlin Taxonomic Landscape:
> Different fragments form the manifold practice (prints on paper, models, photo‘s, 
references, sketches, studies &c);
> The performance-space itself;
> One large central table: centred around a current project, represented by the little 
maquette in the middel of the table, the fragments of the manifold on this table are indi-
cators or markers of the arrows of operationality that impacted on the project. 
> A small table on one of the edges of the performance space: contains fragments of 
the manifold that are more meta-textual in the sense that they are reflections on the 
manifold practice as research environment and method, showing the methodology and 
protocols of the manifold as theme.
> A small serving table: contains fragments of the manifold that are preparatory to the 
performance at hand.
> Small items placed around the performance space: undisclosed.
> The screen and projector set-up. See point (3).

(3) Unsuccessful Digital Projections
During previous performances of TL, there was no digital presentation to support, 
amend &c the TL. Since the presentation in CA2RE Aarhus was deemed to abstract and 
closed, the introduction of a projected presentation at the start of the performance was 
explored in the CA2RE Berlin performance. The conclusion is mixed: in one way it did 
help to introduce the framework in which to read the TL. It did take up too much time of 
the performance leading to a limited interaction with the rest of the performance-space. 
What can be taken from this is that
> (1) it can be useful to project life-size pictures of the architectural projects to engage 
with in the form of a presentation loop, and
> (2), introducing the audience into the framework can be done on a separate table as a 
TL (see above point 2 a Taxonomic Landscape of Taxonomic Landscapes. 

NOTE: SET UP OF THE PROJECTION AREA: USE A WALL IN THE PERFOR-
MANCE SPACE, PROJECTION 20CM FROM THE GROUND, LIFE SIZE: TO STEP 
IN THE IMAGES (REF. LUCAS DEVRIENDT) 

(4) A Triptych: preparatory sketches and try-outs in the period between the acceptance 
of the abstract and the actual performance.
In the period between the writing of the abstract and the performance: a triptych of 
study-sketches representing and reflecting on the operationality of the manifold was 
produced.  This triptych of studies, is composed out of: On the left, A Research Map, in 
the middel a Transect Spectrum Core Drilling and The Discovery of Dark Matter on the 
right. This triptych shines a light on the research methodology that is the mechanism of 
knowledge production of the manifold practice. This mechanisme coincides with the ope-
rationality of the manifold practice as a continuous shifting and negotiating of the form 
or put different, as a complex of mereological negotiations. The description in more 
detail of at least the left and right panels of the triptych merits some space on this A1.
 
YARD AND WORLD RESEARCH MAP (left panel above)
The study sketch on the left panel depicts the Research Map: It shows a series of steps 
or levels in the research space of the manifold. The first step describes how the manifold 
practice explores ‚Space as Relationships‘ in a four dimensional practice (office studio, 
faculty studio, research studio, composing studio).

NOTE: REFERENCE TO HYPERCUBE, THE FOUR PRACTICES ARE EACH A 
DIMENSION, EXOTIC) 

This manifold is concerned with a continuous shifting and negotiating of form as dis-
tinction, overlap and the interval in the artistic (architectural) reflections on space as 
relationships as the main line of inquiry. 
Within a preexisting practice a series of reactants and catalysts are introduced (some 
generative metaphors) to create a  more deliberate development of the manifold. 
Through production and experimentation, harvesting of fragments out of the diffe-
rent project-spaces there emerged a cloud of data. This cloud or data landscape is ever 
changing as the manifold evolves (moves along the axis of time). The cloud of data is 
progressional. As a form of inductive research, the cloud of data is studied under the 
form of reflective representations. These  reflection is done through different forms of 
representation of the data landscape (fragments of the manifold practice). In their turn, 
these forms of representations are realised with different resolutions. The investigation, 
testing and experimenting with different representations and different resolutions in an 
inductive way form the basis of the doctoral research within the manifold practice.
This method of inquiring into the manifold is reflected in the panel on the right (see 
below) from a different perspective and with a different resolution. Some different forms 
of representation and their resolution will be touched on later. The progressional collec-
tion of forms of representation results in a growing series of vantage points. This could 
be considered as ‚a theory‘ (following the original idea of theory related to vantage 
point and perspective in the performance theatre).

NOTE: THE REPRESENTATIONS ARE REFLEXIVE AND EXPLORE THE 
SELF-INTERSECTION OF THE MANIFOLD. THEY AIM TO HIGHLIGHT AND 
MARK MOMENTS OF SELF-INTERSECTION OF THE MANIFOLD AS REPRE-

SENTATIONS OF THE OPERATIONALITY.

The collection of vantage points  produces some kind of feedback into the manifold

NOTE: IS IT USEFUL AND CORRECT TO CALL THIS A THEORY?
NOTE: IDENTIFY SOME KIND OF:

> (1) there is the production of and harvesting of new fragments feeding into and adding 
to the progressional data landscape (progressional just because of this feeding back 
into);
> (2) the representations can lead to input and firing of of new reactants in the mani-
fold, refuelling the process;
> (3) the collection of vantage points leads to more clarity in the research map and the 
four dimensional space of the manifold; 
> (4) the vantage points give the information, language, selection mechanism, filter, to 
curate and organise the data landscape (again a refuelling process of feedback). 

NOTE: THIS DESCRIBES MORE OR LESS A MECHANISM OF POSITIVE FEED-
BACK, WHAT ABOUT NEGATIVE FEEDBACK?

TRANSECT SPECTRUM CORE DRILLING (central panel)
The central panel of the triptych: Transect Spectrum Core Drilling, depicts the progressi-
onal spectrum of reactants and catalysts of the manifold practice. It is beyond the scope 
of this text to dive into the detail of this drawing. Suffice to say that it is an attempt to 
represent the increasing resolution  from the most abstract (fundamental) concepts and 
themes to the resolution (settlement) into concrete architectural projects in the built 
reality.

THE DISCOVERY OF DARK MATTER (right panel)
The Discovery of Dark Matter, the panel on the right, in fact is  an echo of and another 
kind of representation of the Yard and World Research Map, the panel on the left. The 
perspective and vantage point is different and the resolution is different. You could say 
that it generates a higher resolution. It zooms in on the progressional data landscape 
and cloud and the analysis (marking / knowledge generating or knowledge extracting) 
level or state in the manifold. 
The production of this panel led to the observation (discovery) that the mechanism of 
producing and experimenting with different representations and vantage points, ‚Dark 
Matter‘ of the manifold can be identified and explored.
Interwoven with the manifold practice there exists a progressional cloud of data built 
up out of fragments from the manifold practice. Through different ways of organising, 
representing, layering, combining, analysing, close reading and what not, the relation 
or space between the fragments can be marked and identified. To paraphrase André 
Gide: this interval, this ‚MA‘, this in-between, this air-space, between image and idea, 
between the world and the thing, is just where there is room for the knowledge (poetic 
emotion with André Gide) to come and dwell.
The proces again, mimics the overal mechanism and theme of an interdependent 
entanglement between something Yard and something else World that is at outset of the 
manifold practice...
This is a form of self-intersection where there exists an analogy between the ‚relationali-
ty‘ of the fragments of the progressional data landscape and the architectural theme of 
Space as relationships. The ‚Dark Matter‘ in this case is the knowledge that is implicit 
in the relation and ‚space‘ between the fragments of the manifold. Part to Whole, Part 
to Part within the whole.    
It is this Dark Matter that is the actual subject of research since it is what is keeping the 
progressional data landscape from collapsing onto itself. In this way the parallel with 
dark matter is effective.
It needs mentioning here that the observation and reflection on Dark Matter is a direct 
consequence from the drawing out of this zone of the manifold practice. 

NOTE: USE ZONE INSTEAD OF LAYER AND LEVEL

This may also be the right place and time to mention some forms of representation that 
have been explored within the manifold. Some are more obvious like: academic papers 
and conference participations. Other relate more to practice and are exhibitions, reflexi-
ve drawings, models and Taxonomic Landscapes, performance outlines, performances 
&c.  

On this third panel of the triptych a sort of section plane almost perpendicular to the 
viewer can be noticed. This section plane represents the harvesting of ‚knowledge‘ 
and feeding it back into the manifold, where it can become a new driver of the mani-
fold practice, possibly leading to new fragments, new representations. In doing so it is 
keeping the data landscape / cloud progressional. This leads to the observation that the 
progressional data landscape entangled with the manifold practice, is both zooming in 
(focussing) and continuously expanding (diverging). 
 
NOTE: THIS TRIPTYCH IS A MOMENT OF SELF-INTERSECTION REPRESEN-
TING IN A WAY THAT REPRESENTS THE WAY OF REPRESENTING. REFLEC-
TION <> NOITCELFER

MOMENTS OF REFLECTION: ON METHOD
AN (NEW) INTRODUCTION TO THE YARD AND WORLD PhD:
Moments of reflection such as the current updating of the CA2RE Berlin abstract, are 
used to re-write the summary of the doctoral research Yard and World. What follows is 
such an attempt. This short insert is like an imbedded miniature of the whole Yard and 
World doctoral research in the current A1.
Yard and World: To Draw a Distinction: On the Form of Re-entry: A Practice: Between: 
Yard and World
The doctoral research Yard and World: To Draw a Distinction: On the Form of Re-
entry: A Practice: Between: Yard and World: is practice based. Within this practice, 
that is a manifold composed out of four practices or dimensions, the idea of ‚space as 
relationships‘ is explored. Space as relationships also considers space as interdependen-
ce and space as entanglement. These relationships, interdependencies and entanglements 
are explores through and as a continuous shifting and (re-)negotiating of the form (of 
the enclosure). Distinction, Overlap and Interval are pivotal concepts within this frame-
work.
Form this main line of inquiry: space as relationships, two lines of inquiry branch of: ‚Ur-
ban Condition‘ on the one hand and ‚Architecture as a Cognitive Craft‘ on the other. 

NOTE: THERE IS SOME REASONABLE DOUBT THAT WETHER THE URBAN 
CONDITION IS A LINE OF INQUIRY.

The public debate, the public interior and circularity are at the core and apex of the 
manifold practice. The agency of the projects is to be found in the notion and ambition 
to explore how the private sphere contributes to the public realm (interdependence and 
entanglement) (discourse of project and context entanglement). At the same time the 
projects are designed as a continuous shifting and negotiating of the enclosure (expres-
sed in form). Within the different studio‘s of the manifold practice the question of 
space as relationships is explored. 

NOTE: ENTANGLEMENT WITHIN THE 4 DIMENSIONS OF THE MANIFOLD. 
CAN YOU MAKE THIS DESCRIPTION FOR THE WHOLE OF THE MANIFOLD?

The second line: Architecture as a Cognitive Craft, finds it origin and relevance in a 
continuous exploring of models of production (of architecture, research, composition, 
discourse...) based on ‚critical making‘ (ref. Tim Ingold). The manifold practice is 
driven through the production and curation of (architectural, musical, diagrammatical 
&c) artistic artefacts of inquiry. This development and line of research is based on the 
concept of ‚Contradictability‘

NOTE: ON CONTRADICTABILITY: SEE TEXT PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 2018.

The research method is inductive. The manifold practice produces a progressional cloud 
or landscape of fragments (data). The manifold practice is a chain of inductive events, 
where the production of an artistic artefact of inquiry induces others.

NOTE: PRODCUTION, TYPE OF PRODUCTION: IDENTIFY

Through experiments with representations with different resolutions (analysis), vantage 
points (theory) are created. These vantage points are:
> (1) used to contextualise, reflect, organise and curate the progressional landscape of 
fragments

> (2) together with new ‚projects‘ from the manifold, form the raw material from 
which new fragments are input (feedback) into the manifold.
The vantage points are there to shed a light on different mereological negotiations and 
principles that are at the core of the operatonalivy of the manifold.

The goal and ambition of this doctoral research is:
> (1) to further the manifold practice;
> (2) to contribute to the discourse on the Urban Condition;
> (3) to contribute to the discourse on practice based research.

CURATING THE OUTPUT
THE PROGRESSIONAL LANDSCAPE OF FRAGMENTS AS AN ARCHIVE

NOTE: DEFINITION OF PROGRESSIONAL.

As mentioned above the operationality of the manifold practice is driven as an inductive 
chain of events. An important aspect of the doctoral research is keeping track of those 
events and seeing how induction has agency within the manifold practice and hence the 
doctoral research. 

NOTE: WHAT ARE WAYS OF KEEPING TRACK OF THE INDUCTIVE CHAIN OF 
EVENTS? 

Artistic artefacts of inquiry are produced within the manifold practice. Mostly these are 
fragments of the design process. The collection of these fragments is assembled during 
the time of the doctoral research. Some of the items (fragments) in the collection date 
from before the official start of the doctoral research, you could call them in a way a 
back catalogue. Most of the fragments however are produced or harvested and collected 
during the doctoral periode. There exist may types of fragments and they are collected 
as prints on paper, models, books, reflections, observations, discoveries &c. It is already 
mentioned that the different kind of representations with different resolutions are a way 
of organising and curating these fragments. 

NOTE: TAXONOMY OF TYPES OF FRAGMENTS

A particular way of curating and keeping track is the collation of fragments, representa-
tions &c in A5 folders. The items are printed on A5 paper and chronologically classified 
in black A5 folder (ring binders). At the time of writing there are 4 tomes in this collec-
tion. These folders are a kind of ‚Carnets de Bord‘ or ‚Livres de Bord‘ (Captain‘s 
Log) of the manifold practice chain of inductive events. The ‚Le livre de bord‘ is the 
collection and registration, in a chronological way, of all the events, manoeuvres, obser-
vations &c on a ship. In exact the same way, the A5 rind binders, register the artistic ar-
tefacts of inquiry, the observations, manoeuvres, reflections, doubts, discoveries, projects, 
performances, taxonomic landscapes, representations in and of the manifold practice. 
The collection since it is a reflection of the data landscape of the manifold practice, is 
progressional and expanding. It is a contemporary hard copy archive.

ON MEREOLOGICAL NEGOTIATIONS
OVERVIEW / ORTHOGONAL PERSPECTIVE:
In the text above, the concept of ‚mereological negotiations‘ is used a couple of times. 
The concept of mereology found its way into the manifold very recently. At the moment 
is seams a powerful concept to describe the mechanism of the operationality in and of 
the manifold practice. But on top of that, it seems a promising concept to talk about the 
main line of inquiry: space as relationship and the continuous shifting and negotiating of 
the form (of the enclosure) that is the thematic framework of the manifold practice. 
In a close reading of two drawings by Flemish Architect Julien Lampens, Jo Van Den 
Berghe writes: „The first drawing describes ‘in detail’ a fragment of the house. The 
architect has to organise a mereological negotiation between the whole and the detail, 
and this negotiation passes through the fragment. Hence, the role of the architectural 
fragment is crucial, and the meaning and information that oscillates between the whole 
and the detail passes through the fragment.“ 
In the same way that the architectural detail is entangled with the project for which it is 
designed, the mereological principles of part to whole and part to part within the whole 
resonate with the operationality of the manifold practice.
On different levels (and in different ways) the part to whole relationships are central to 
the manifold practice:
> (1) On the idea of distinction, overlap and the interval (a concept of space, space as 
relationships, the urban condition);
> (2) obviously in architecture as such: detail to project, spatial reflexivity;
> (3) on the way the knowledge is made apparent and actualised;
> (4) The parts of the manifold to each other (part to part, fragment to fragment) and 
part to the manifold; 
> (5) Architecture as a cognitive craft (contradictability of the artefacts of inquiry): how 
the economy of production could be influenced and steered from the idea of Mereology: 
because the information is located and situated in the relationship and not only in the 
document;
> (6) Fragment to manifold practice and; 
> (7) Yard to World etcetera.

The doctoral research is in (1) recognising this as fundamental in the operationality of 
the manifold; (2) explicating this in the curation of the artistic artefacts of inquiry; and 
(3) experimenting with this in a recusive way, embedding yards, in worlds.

The relationship of part to whole, and part to part within a whole is the fundamental 
mechanism of the manifold. The original abstract is inserted in this new abstract as a 
minitaure version of its previous self. As a Yard, it finds itself embedded in the current 
abstract that is a World. A World in relation and as such becomes a new Yard.   
Continuous shifting and negotiating of part to whole relations, and part to part rela-
tions within the whole is the fundament of the manifold practice.  

NOTE: HOW DID THE EXPERIMENTING EXISTS WHITIN THE MANIFOLD...?

YARD AND WORLD: SPACE AS RELATIONSHIPS IN A MEREOLOGICAL NEGO-
TIATION: YARD AND WORLD IS A FRAMEWORK. IT REPRESENTS THIS DOU-
BLE AMBIGUOUS SITUATION OF BEING DISTINCT BUT WITH OVERLAP. OF 
BEING A ‘YARD’ DISTINCT FROM THE ‘WORLD’ BUT OVERLOOKING 
THE ‘WORLD’ AND BEING PART OF THE ‘WORLD’, A ‘WORLD’ COM-
POSED OUT OF ‘YARDS’. THIS DESCRIBES A SPECIFIC KIND OF RELATION. 
IT IS THE ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION OF THAT TYPE OF MEREOLOGI-
CAL RELATION THAT IS EXPLORED AND IS DEVELOPED IN A MANIFOLD 
PRACTICE.  TO DRAW DISTINCTIONS BECOMES THE CENTRAL ACTIVITY IN 
THE MANIFOLD PRACTICE. DRAWING A DISTINCTION IS BOTH AN OPERATI-
ON IN SPACE (YOU CREATE SOMETHING WHILE NAMING IT) AND AN OPE-
RATION IN TIME (THERE IS A BEFORE AND AFTER). DRAWING DISTINCTIONS 
IS A RECURSIVE EXPRESSION THAT BECOMES THE CORE OF THE RESEARCH 
MECHANISM MANIFOLD PRACTICE.
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TOMAS OOMS

ARROWS OF OPERATIONALITY: (UN)FOLDING THE MANIFOLD WORK(S): TAXONOMIC LAND-
SCAPE (TL) OF ARTEFACTS. 

THESE TL’S ARE DEVELOPED AS A METHOD OF REFLECTION AND GIVING THE ACCOUNT OF:
BETWEEN YARD AND WORLD: TO DRAW A DISTINCTION: ON THE FORM OF RE-ENTRY: A MANI-

FOLD PRACTICE:...‘.

The Lab(s)
The research takes place within the manifold that constitutes the authors practices.
This manifold practice is composed out of four ‚studios’: The Faculty Studio, the Office Studio, the Research 
and the Composing Studio.  The manifold practice is investigated by examining its multiple output and by 
exploring how the results of this investigating feed back into the manifold. This form of re-entry performs 
operations and contributes to the production of new work(s). The research explores the mechanism of this 
‚operationality’ of the form of re-entry. 

The Subject(s)
In this manifold practice explores forms of creating distinctions, overlap and interval (space). 
It is a continuously exploring interventions that showcase and reflect on this concept of distinction, overlap 
and interval. The works of the manifold practice are investigating a continuous shifting and renegotiating 
of the enclosure, the distinction between wall and space, between wall and gate. Between this sphere and 
that realm, between yard and world. Between U and I. Space as Relationships.

The Protocol(s)
To draw distinctions becomes the central activity in the manifold practice. Drawing a distinction is both an 
operation in space (you create something while naming it) and an operation in time (there is a before and 
after). 

The Arrow(s)
The contribution explored and marked the arrows of operationality on the base of artefacts that are out-
comes of the manifold. 

The abstract-poster and the poster-abstract
The dense A1 abstract-poster is treated as a working document. This document is an artistic artefact of 
inquiry. It is a working document, a section in transition, a project in action, that contains the information of 
its own creation. In this sense, the current document is self-intersecting. 

The original abstract as a miniature inset is incorporated as a miniature version of itself. If you zoom in you 
can read the original abstract. The newly added text, photos and studies, hold notes, assumptions, errors, 
questions and observations that need further development within the manifold practice. They work on a 
sub-level as a research itinerary. Exactly like working drawing in architecture production. 
The relationship of part to whole, and part to part within a whole is the fundamental mechanism of the 
manifold. As a Yard, it finds itself embedded in the current abstract that is a World. A World in relation and 
as such becomes a new Yard.  Continuous shifting and negotiating of part to whole relations, and part to 
part relations within the whole is the fundament of the manifold practice. 
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THIS A1 IS THE SECOND VERSION OF THE CA2RE BERLIN ABS-
TRACT. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONTENT OF THIS A1 IS 
BASED ON THE EVOLUTION OF THE DOCTORAL RESEARCH IN 
THE MANIFOLD PRACTICE IN THE PERIOD BETWEEN THE AC-
CEPTANCE OF THE ABSTRACT & THE PERFORMANCE AND ON 
THE PANEL DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE PERFORMANCE. IT 
ADDRESSES THE FOLLOWING THEMES:

> On Taxonomic Landscapes: four new developments
> > Breaking Out
> > Dilution and Dispersion
> > Unsuccessful Digital Projections
> > A Triptych
> On Self-Intersection
> On Method
> On The Progressional Data Landscape as an Archive
> On Mereology
> Yard and World: A Mereological Negotiation

This dens A1 abstract is treated as a working document in the process of the doctoral 
research. In line with the ambitions, goal and inductive working method of the Yard & 
World doctoral research, this document is an artistic artefact of inquiry. It is a working 
document, a section in transition, a project in action, that contains the information of its 
own creation. In this sense the current document is self-intersecting. 
The original abstract as a miniature inset is incorporated. If you zoom in you are able to 
read the orginal abstract. 
The newly added text, photo‘s and studies, hold notes, assumptions, errors, questions 
and observations that need further development within the manifold practice. These 
annotations are left in RED. They work on a sub-level as a research itinerary. Exactly 
like working drawing in architecture production. 

ON TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES (TL‘s): FOUR NEW DEVELOPMENTS:
A TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPE OF TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES: A TAXONOMY

To give an account of the doctoral research in the manifold practice, and to study, 
organise and curate the body of work that forms the manifold practice, different forms 
of representation are tested and experimented with. One of those forms is Taxonomic 
Landscapes. How they work, and what their position is within the manifold practice 
has been described in the CA2RE conferences in Gent (April 2017) and Aarhus (April 
2018). „Taxonomic Landscapes are composed out of fragments taken from the manifold 
practice and organises them in the ‘enclosed’ space of a table top. Brought to-
gether, they aim to create a further understanding of the manifold practice. Taxonomic 
Landscapes are time-documents and samples of the current manifold practice. The goal 
of the Taxonomic Landscapes is to generate a focus on the possible interrelationships 
between the outcomes of the different practices. This way forms of entanglement, forms 
of operationality and forms of influence can be recognised, named and contextualised 
(framed). Each presentation moment in the track of the present Ph.D. is accompanied 
by a Taxonomic Landscape which is documented. The collection of these Taxonomic 
Landscape forms a series and hence one of the backbones of the Ph.D.“

Taxonomic Landscapes have the intention to say something meaningful about the dif-
ferent relationships between the different fragments of practice that are the composing 
elements of the TL. Part of a project space or ‚fragments‘ are brought together in new 
relationships. As such they form a new whole. The TL‘s mirror the operationality of 
the manifold in the way that they deal with part to whole relationships and part to part 
within the whole.Later in this text the concept of part to whole relationships and part to 
part within the whole (see mereology) will be briefly addressed.  

NOTE: DEFINE PROJECT SPACE: THE WHOLE OF THE ACTIONS, REFLEC
TIONS, DOCUMENTS, ARTEFACTS, INFLUENCES &C RELATED TO A PROJECT. 
THE HISTORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT?

These mereological negotiations are a pivotal operationality of the manifold practice 
and are explored, discovered, introduced &c through a continuous shifting and negotia-
ting of these relationships. This is central to the manifold practice.
The TL‘s are a way to: (1) make these mereological negotiations momentarily/tempo-
rarily explicit (reflection) and  (2) create new relationships and impact (operationality, 
action).
Taxonomic Landscapes are some sort of dynamic section of the manifold practice. The 
operationality of the manifold practice is the same mechanism as the operationality in 
the TL‘s. In a way this is obvious because the TL‘s are a product of the manifold.
The performance at the CA2RE Berlin marks a pivoting point in the development and 
experimenting with the TL and brought some changes about in the development and 
experimenting with the TL:
These developments are :

> > Breaking Out (1)
> > Dilution and Dispersion (2)
> > Unsuccessful Digital Projections (3)
> > A Triptych (4)

(1) breaking out of the presentation room and into a liminal space;
(2) the ‚deconstructing‘ of the one-table set-up of the TL‘s into a multi table set-up;
(3) the (unsuccessful) introduction of a digital pre-presentation;
(4) preparatory sketches and try-outs in the period between the acceptance of the abs-
tract and the actual performance.

Each of these developments will be addressed in what follows.

(1) Breaking Out
Throughout the experiments with the TL (see also the CA2RE paper Gent/Aarhus for a 
brief history of the development of TL) the goals has been to set up the TL‘s in spaces 
that somehow are the type of space: threshold spaces, in-between, liminal, edge condi-
tions &c  that somehow form the subject of the manifold practice. With the exception of 
the Aarhus presentation, the previous TL‘s have all been installed in the kind of spaces 
where there is a possible interaction with a ‚public‘.
The presentation room that was assigned to the performance was a closed lecture room 
some steps down from the main ground floor level. The space was, you could say,  com-
pletely ‚dissociated‘ from the main collective areas (as you would expect for a lecture 
room that needs the concentration...). However one the intentions of the TL‘s is to 
experiment with forms of engagement and interaction. Engagements between spaces, 
between the works and the space, between the theme and the space, between the works 
and the audience (a public)... The surrounding space is as much part of the TL‘s as 
the fragments from the manifold ‚on display‘. The positioning of the tables, frag-
ments, items, references, sources &c, searchers to build relationships and engagements 
with the space. Since the allocated lecture room did not allow for this, the performance 
was moved outside of the proposed lecture room and into the collective space. A space 
between the lecture rooms, between outside spaces, along the  main entrance, with a stair 
to below grounds and a view on the split-level... A space rich in relations like the one the 
manifold practice creates and explores. The performance space in which the performan-
ce was organised embodies a continuous shifting and negotiating of the enclosure and 
edges. 
The way the ‚items‘ of the TL‘s are placed in this performance space, plays with the 
idea to highlight, explore and play with the different distinctions and overlapping spaces 
and relations that is so characteristic of this in-between realm. In doing so it is reflecting 
the central line of inquiry of the doctoral research of space as relationships.  
In effect entangling the TL with the manifold, the TL with the performance space and 
the performance space with the manifold.

(2) Dilution and Dispersion
the ‚deconstructing‘ of the one-table set-up of the TL‘s into a multi table set-up

NOTE: DILUTING AND DISPERSION: IS THIS THE BEST POSSIBLE TERM?

Predominantly, so far the TL‘s of the manifold that have been created in the course of 
the doctoral research, revolved around one large table placed central in the performance 
space. It needs mentioning here that the TL‘s are not only created in the context of 
reflecting on and giving the account of the doctoral research, but that they are a cruci-
al method of project design in the office studio and the faculty studio, two of the four 
dimensions of the manifold practice. 
NOTE: SKETCHING OUT THE DIFFERENT SETTING OF THE PREVIOUS TL‘S: 
IN AN ATLAS OF TAXONOMIC LANDSCAPES

Arrows of Operationality: (un)Folding the Ma-
nifold Work(s) is a presentation of a Taxonomic 
Landscape of Artefacts. These ‚Landscapes‘ 
are developed as a method of reflection and gi-
ving the account of the ongoing Ph.D. Research:

Between Yard and World: To Draw A Distin-
ction: On the Form of Re-Entry: A Manifold 
Practice:...‘.

The Lab(s):
The research takes place whitin the manifold 
that constitutes the authors practices.
This manifold practice is composed out of 
four ‚studios’: the Faculty Studio (Faculty of 
Architecture KULeuven), the Office Studio (a&t 
architects), the Research Studio (Studio Tuin 
en Wereld) and the (Music) Composing Studio 
(s.n.). 
The manifold practice is investigated by exami-
ning its multiple output and by exploring how 
the results of this investigating feed back into 
the manifold. This form of re-entry performs an 
operation(s) and contributes to the production 
of new output/work(s). The research explores 
the mechanism of this ‚operationality‘ of the 
form of re-entry. 

The Subject(s)
In this manifold practice ‚architecture‘ is 
explored as a form of creating distinctions with 
the right kind of overlap. 
The goal is of continuously exploring ‚architec-
tural‘ interventions that showcase and reflect 

on this concept of distinction and overlap. The 
work(s) within the manifold practice are inves-
tigating a continuous shifting and renegotiating 
of the enclosure, the distinction between wall 
and space, between wall and gate. Between this 
sphere and that realm, between yard and wor-
ld. Between U and I. In this way the research is 
about Space as Relationships.

The protocol(s)
This research protocol  is formed by an 
entanglement between the subject(s) (Topic, 
Focus, Interest, Line of Inquiry…) and the way 
work as research is done, the Protocol(s) (pro-
jects, generative metaphors, representation).
In this sense both ‘what’ and ‘how’ form 
a bicameral entanglement that builds on two 
quotes by George Spencer-Brown that ‚a uni-
verse comes into being when a space is severed 
or taken apart‘ and on the act of ‚drawing a 
distinction‘.

To draw distinctions becomes the central acti-
vity in the manifold practice. Drawing a distin-
ction is both an operation in space (you create 
something while naming it) and an operation in 
time (there is a before and after). Drawing dis-
tinctions is a recursive expression that becomes 
the core of the research mechanism. 

The form of re-entry becomes a paramount 
and crucial driver of the research of and in the 
manifold practice. Both theme and work as rese-
arch emerged out of the manifold. 

ARROWS OF OPERATIONALITY:
(UN)FOLDING THE MANIFOLD WORK(S)

KEYWORDS: Practice Based Research; Operationality; Artefacts; Taxonomic Landscapes;

The Arrow(s)
The contribution at the CA2RE Berlin will focus 
on the Arrows of Operationality that is a rese-
arch mechanism within the manifold practice 
research. 

The contribution will explore and mark the 
arrows of operationality on the base of arte-
facts that are outcomes of the manifold. The 
contribution will report on the feedback (form 
of re-entry) that drives the research in the ma-
nifold practice and will give the account of how 
the stitching together of the different practices 
of the manifold creates work. 

The Outcome(s)
The contribution to the CA2RE will be a set of 
artefacts as outcome from the manifold that 
relate how operationality is one of the drivers 
of the manifold practice research. The con-
tribution aims at continuing and furthering 
the discourse that started in the CA2RE Gent 
conference and to address the issues raised du-
ring CA2RE Aarhus. At the same time through 
participating I ambition to raise new reflections, 
questions and observations that will become 
advanced arrows of operationality (un)folding 
the manifold works.

The Manifold(s)
onto itself, interchangeable, the lab as subject, 
the protocol as outcome, the arrow as protocol 
&c
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More concretely, the TL evolved from a single table in a closed room to a table placed 
in a performance space (see previous point) where the space became an integral and 
important part of the TL. Through the accurate and deliberate placing of the table in 
the space, and through the detailed placing of some items and fragments of the manifold 
practice, placed in interaction with the performance space, a form of entanglement is 
created. Walls, floors, electrical appliances, fire extinguisher... are seen as opportunities 
for interaction and anchor moments in the performance space.

At the CA2RE Berlin a new step in the development of the TL‘s  was taken. In an act 
of a cell-division-like movement, the single table characteristic of previous TL‘s diluted 
/ dispersed into the performance space at the CA2RE Berlin performance. From one 
single large table, the TL became a collection of different tables in different areas of  the 
performance space. The TL landscape became a TL of TL‘S.

In an echo to the title of the project: Yard and World, this TL of TL‘s is like a collecti-
on of Yards in the World. Again, as in a mereological relation and negotiation: part to 
whole, part to part within the whole. Yard to World, and Yard to Yard within the World. 
This refers to the idea of the miniature and the fractal. 

NOTE: THE MINIATURE: TO EXPLORE THE MEREOLOGICAL COHERENCE 
OF YARD TO YARD, WORLD TO WORLD, YARD TOT WORLD, YARD TO YARD 
WITHIN THE WORLD AND WORLD TO WORLD WITHIN THE YARD.

The relationships between the different elements of the TL‘s are only useful (meaning 
generators of knowledge) insofar as they can be recognised, identified and described. 
This is where the idea of Taxonomy is relevant to the naming of Taxonomic Landscapes. 
It is in fact a taxonomy of relationships based on mereological principles.  

NOTE: REFERENCE TO DUCTUS SEE CA2RE GENT PAPER

In a taxonomic gesture we can identify different types of relationships that are present 
in TL‘s. The detailed description of these types is not the subject of this A1 it suffices to 
mention them. The identification of relations is an act of close reading: 

NOTE: CLOSE READING IN THE CONTEXT OF INDUCTIVE RESEARCH

The first level of close reading (1) deals with the relationships between the different frag-
ments on one specific table. Not to forget there is also the relationship between the frag-
ments on the table and the fragments not on the table. The second level of close reading 
of relationships on TL‘s (2) is realised through reading of the tables in relation to the 
other tables simultaneously present in the TL. This describes the relationships between 
the Taxonomic Landscapes within the performance space. A third kind of close reading 
focus (3) is formed through looking at relations across the different tables: it highlights 
the relations between fragments part of other tables. A fourth way of close reading (4) is 
a reading of the TL‘s across time, describing relationsto previous TL‘s.

NOTE: CLOSE READING IS AN ACT OF PERFORMANCE, IT HAPPENS,... BUT IS 
REFLECTED ON IN THE WAY LATER TL ARE CREATED AND IN THE WRI-
TINGS ABOUT THEM.

In the case of the CA2RE Berlin TL it asks specific mentioning that for the first time in 
the creation of TL‘s a thematic clustering was realised per table. Remind that ‚table‘ 
here is a  TL in itself.     
The following elements were the basis of the CA2RE Berlin Taxonomic Landscape:
> Different fragments form the manifold practice (prints on paper, models, photo‘s, 
references, sketches, studies &c);
> The performance-space itself;
> One large central table: centred around a current project, represented by the little 
maquette in the middel of the table, the fragments of the manifold on this table are indi-
cators or markers of the arrows of operationality that impacted on the project. 
> A small table on one of the edges of the performance space: contains fragments of 
the manifold that are more meta-textual in the sense that they are reflections on the 
manifold practice as research environment and method, showing the methodology and 
protocols of the manifold as theme.
> A small serving table: contains fragments of the manifold that are preparatory to the 
performance at hand.
> Small items placed around the performance space: undisclosed.
> The screen and projector set-up. See point (3).

(3) Unsuccessful Digital Projections
During previous performances of TL, there was no digital presentation to support, 
amend &c the TL. Since the presentation in CA2RE Aarhus was deemed to abstract and 
closed, the introduction of a projected presentation at the start of the performance was 
explored in the CA2RE Berlin performance. The conclusion is mixed: in one way it did 
help to introduce the framework in which to read the TL. It did take up too much time of 
the performance leading to a limited interaction with the rest of the performance-space. 
What can be taken from this is that
> (1) it can be useful to project life-size pictures of the architectural projects to engage 
with in the form of a presentation loop, and
> (2), introducing the audience into the framework can be done on a separate table as a 
TL (see above point 2 a Taxonomic Landscape of Taxonomic Landscapes. 

NOTE: SET UP OF THE PROJECTION AREA: USE A WALL IN THE PERFOR-
MANCE SPACE, PROJECTION 20CM FROM THE GROUND, LIFE SIZE: TO STEP 
IN THE IMAGES (REF. LUCAS DEVRIENDT) 

(4) A Triptych: preparatory sketches and try-outs in the period between the acceptance 
of the abstract and the actual performance.
In the period between the writing of the abstract and the performance: a triptych of 
study-sketches representing and reflecting on the operationality of the manifold was 
produced.  This triptych of studies, is composed out of: On the left, A Research Map, in 
the middel a Transect Spectrum Core Drilling and The Discovery of Dark Matter on the 
right. This triptych shines a light on the research methodology that is the mechanism of 
knowledge production of the manifold practice. This mechanisme coincides with the ope-
rationality of the manifold practice as a continuous shifting and negotiating of the form 
or put different, as a complex of mereological negotiations. The description in more 
detail of at least the left and right panels of the triptych merits some space on this A1.
 
YARD AND WORLD RESEARCH MAP (left panel above)
The study sketch on the left panel depicts the Research Map: It shows a series of steps 
or levels in the research space of the manifold. The first step describes how the manifold 
practice explores ‚Space as Relationships‘ in a four dimensional practice (office studio, 
faculty studio, research studio, composing studio).

NOTE: REFERENCE TO HYPERCUBE, THE FOUR PRACTICES ARE EACH A 
DIMENSION, EXOTIC) 

This manifold is concerned with a continuous shifting and negotiating of form as dis-
tinction, overlap and the interval in the artistic (architectural) reflections on space as 
relationships as the main line of inquiry. 
Within a preexisting practice a series of reactants and catalysts are introduced (some 
generative metaphors) to create a  more deliberate development of the manifold. 
Through production and experimentation, harvesting of fragments out of the diffe-
rent project-spaces there emerged a cloud of data. This cloud or data landscape is ever 
changing as the manifold evolves (moves along the axis of time). The cloud of data is 
progressional. As a form of inductive research, the cloud of data is studied under the 
form of reflective representations. These  reflection is done through different forms of 
representation of the data landscape (fragments of the manifold practice). In their turn, 
these forms of representations are realised with different resolutions. The investigation, 
testing and experimenting with different representations and different resolutions in an 
inductive way form the basis of the doctoral research within the manifold practice.
This method of inquiring into the manifold is reflected in the panel on the right (see 
below) from a different perspective and with a different resolution. Some different forms 
of representation and their resolution will be touched on later. The progressional collec-
tion of forms of representation results in a growing series of vantage points. This could 
be considered as ‚a theory‘ (following the original idea of theory related to vantage 
point and perspective in the performance theatre).

NOTE: THE REPRESENTATIONS ARE REFLEXIVE AND EXPLORE THE 
SELF-INTERSECTION OF THE MANIFOLD. THEY AIM TO HIGHLIGHT AND 
MARK MOMENTS OF SELF-INTERSECTION OF THE MANIFOLD AS REPRE-

SENTATIONS OF THE OPERATIONALITY.

The collection of vantage points  produces some kind of feedback into the manifold

NOTE: IS IT USEFUL AND CORRECT TO CALL THIS A THEORY?
NOTE: IDENTIFY SOME KIND OF:

> (1) there is the production of and harvesting of new fragments feeding into and adding 
to the progressional data landscape (progressional just because of this feeding back 
into);
> (2) the representations can lead to input and firing of of new reactants in the mani-
fold, refuelling the process;
> (3) the collection of vantage points leads to more clarity in the research map and the 
four dimensional space of the manifold; 
> (4) the vantage points give the information, language, selection mechanism, filter, to 
curate and organise the data landscape (again a refuelling process of feedback). 

NOTE: THIS DESCRIBES MORE OR LESS A MECHANISM OF POSITIVE FEED-
BACK, WHAT ABOUT NEGATIVE FEEDBACK?

TRANSECT SPECTRUM CORE DRILLING (central panel)
The central panel of the triptych: Transect Spectrum Core Drilling, depicts the progressi-
onal spectrum of reactants and catalysts of the manifold practice. It is beyond the scope 
of this text to dive into the detail of this drawing. Suffice to say that it is an attempt to 
represent the increasing resolution  from the most abstract (fundamental) concepts and 
themes to the resolution (settlement) into concrete architectural projects in the built 
reality.

THE DISCOVERY OF DARK MATTER (right panel)
The Discovery of Dark Matter, the panel on the right, in fact is  an echo of and another 
kind of representation of the Yard and World Research Map, the panel on the left. The 
perspective and vantage point is different and the resolution is different. You could say 
that it generates a higher resolution. It zooms in on the progressional data landscape 
and cloud and the analysis (marking / knowledge generating or knowledge extracting) 
level or state in the manifold. 
The production of this panel led to the observation (discovery) that the mechanism of 
producing and experimenting with different representations and vantage points, ‚Dark 
Matter‘ of the manifold can be identified and explored.
Interwoven with the manifold practice there exists a progressional cloud of data built 
up out of fragments from the manifold practice. Through different ways of organising, 
representing, layering, combining, analysing, close reading and what not, the relation 
or space between the fragments can be marked and identified. To paraphrase André 
Gide: this interval, this ‚MA‘, this in-between, this air-space, between image and idea, 
between the world and the thing, is just where there is room for the knowledge (poetic 
emotion with André Gide) to come and dwell.
The proces again, mimics the overal mechanism and theme of an interdependent 
entanglement between something Yard and something else World that is at outset of the 
manifold practice...
This is a form of self-intersection where there exists an analogy between the ‚relationali-
ty‘ of the fragments of the progressional data landscape and the architectural theme of 
Space as relationships. The ‚Dark Matter‘ in this case is the knowledge that is implicit 
in the relation and ‚space‘ between the fragments of the manifold. Part to Whole, Part 
to Part within the whole.    
It is this Dark Matter that is the actual subject of research since it is what is keeping the 
progressional data landscape from collapsing onto itself. In this way the parallel with 
dark matter is effective.
It needs mentioning here that the observation and reflection on Dark Matter is a direct 
consequence from the drawing out of this zone of the manifold practice. 

NOTE: USE ZONE INSTEAD OF LAYER AND LEVEL

This may also be the right place and time to mention some forms of representation that 
have been explored within the manifold. Some are more obvious like: academic papers 
and conference participations. Other relate more to practice and are exhibitions, reflexi-
ve drawings, models and Taxonomic Landscapes, performance outlines, performances 
&c.  

On this third panel of the triptych a sort of section plane almost perpendicular to the 
viewer can be noticed. This section plane represents the harvesting of ‚knowledge‘ 
and feeding it back into the manifold, where it can become a new driver of the mani-
fold practice, possibly leading to new fragments, new representations. In doing so it is 
keeping the data landscape / cloud progressional. This leads to the observation that the 
progressional data landscape entangled with the manifold practice, is both zooming in 
(focussing) and continuously expanding (diverging). 
 
NOTE: THIS TRIPTYCH IS A MOMENT OF SELF-INTERSECTION REPRESEN-
TING IN A WAY THAT REPRESENTS THE WAY OF REPRESENTING. REFLEC-
TION <> NOITCELFER

MOMENTS OF REFLECTION: ON METHOD
AN (NEW) INTRODUCTION TO THE YARD AND WORLD PhD:
Moments of reflection such as the current updating of the CA2RE Berlin abstract, are 
used to re-write the summary of the doctoral research Yard and World. What follows is 
such an attempt. This short insert is like an imbedded miniature of the whole Yard and 
World doctoral research in the current A1.
Yard and World: To Draw a Distinction: On the Form of Re-entry: A Practice: Between: 
Yard and World
The doctoral research Yard and World: To Draw a Distinction: On the Form of Re-
entry: A Practice: Between: Yard and World: is practice based. Within this practice, 
that is a manifold composed out of four practices or dimensions, the idea of ‚space as 
relationships‘ is explored. Space as relationships also considers space as interdependen-
ce and space as entanglement. These relationships, interdependencies and entanglements 
are explores through and as a continuous shifting and (re-)negotiating of the form (of 
the enclosure). Distinction, Overlap and Interval are pivotal concepts within this frame-
work.
Form this main line of inquiry: space as relationships, two lines of inquiry branch of: ‚Ur-
ban Condition‘ on the one hand and ‚Architecture as a Cognitive Craft‘ on the other. 

NOTE: THERE IS SOME REASONABLE DOUBT THAT WETHER THE URBAN 
CONDITION IS A LINE OF INQUIRY.

The public debate, the public interior and circularity are at the core and apex of the 
manifold practice. The agency of the projects is to be found in the notion and ambition 
to explore how the private sphere contributes to the public realm (interdependence and 
entanglement) (discourse of project and context entanglement). At the same time the 
projects are designed as a continuous shifting and negotiating of the enclosure (expres-
sed in form). Within the different studio‘s of the manifold practice the question of 
space as relationships is explored. 

NOTE: ENTANGLEMENT WITHIN THE 4 DIMENSIONS OF THE MANIFOLD. 
CAN YOU MAKE THIS DESCRIPTION FOR THE WHOLE OF THE MANIFOLD?

The second line: Architecture as a Cognitive Craft, finds it origin and relevance in a 
continuous exploring of models of production (of architecture, research, composition, 
discourse...) based on ‚critical making‘ (ref. Tim Ingold). The manifold practice is 
driven through the production and curation of (architectural, musical, diagrammatical 
&c) artistic artefacts of inquiry. This development and line of research is based on the 
concept of ‚Contradictability‘

NOTE: ON CONTRADICTABILITY: SEE TEXT PUBLISHED SEPTEMBER 2018.

The research method is inductive. The manifold practice produces a progressional cloud 
or landscape of fragments (data). The manifold practice is a chain of inductive events, 
where the production of an artistic artefact of inquiry induces others.

NOTE: PRODCUTION, TYPE OF PRODUCTION: IDENTIFY

Through experiments with representations with different resolutions (analysis), vantage 
points (theory) are created. These vantage points are:
> (1) used to contextualise, reflect, organise and curate the progressional landscape of 
fragments

> (2) together with new ‚projects‘ from the manifold, form the raw material from 
which new fragments are input (feedback) into the manifold.
The vantage points are there to shed a light on different mereological negotiations and 
principles that are at the core of the operatonalivy of the manifold.

The goal and ambition of this doctoral research is:
> (1) to further the manifold practice;
> (2) to contribute to the discourse on the Urban Condition;
> (3) to contribute to the discourse on practice based research.

CURATING THE OUTPUT
THE PROGRESSIONAL LANDSCAPE OF FRAGMENTS AS AN ARCHIVE

NOTE: DEFINITION OF PROGRESSIONAL.

As mentioned above the operationality of the manifold practice is driven as an inductive 
chain of events. An important aspect of the doctoral research is keeping track of those 
events and seeing how induction has agency within the manifold practice and hence the 
doctoral research. 

NOTE: WHAT ARE WAYS OF KEEPING TRACK OF THE INDUCTIVE CHAIN OF 
EVENTS? 

Artistic artefacts of inquiry are produced within the manifold practice. Mostly these are 
fragments of the design process. The collection of these fragments is assembled during 
the time of the doctoral research. Some of the items (fragments) in the collection date 
from before the official start of the doctoral research, you could call them in a way a 
back catalogue. Most of the fragments however are produced or harvested and collected 
during the doctoral periode. There exist may types of fragments and they are collected 
as prints on paper, models, books, reflections, observations, discoveries &c. It is already 
mentioned that the different kind of representations with different resolutions are a way 
of organising and curating these fragments. 

NOTE: TAXONOMY OF TYPES OF FRAGMENTS

A particular way of curating and keeping track is the collation of fragments, representa-
tions &c in A5 folders. The items are printed on A5 paper and chronologically classified 
in black A5 folder (ring binders). At the time of writing there are 4 tomes in this collec-
tion. These folders are a kind of ‚Carnets de Bord‘ or ‚Livres de Bord‘ (Captain‘s 
Log) of the manifold practice chain of inductive events. The ‚Le livre de bord‘ is the 
collection and registration, in a chronological way, of all the events, manoeuvres, obser-
vations &c on a ship. In exact the same way, the A5 rind binders, register the artistic ar-
tefacts of inquiry, the observations, manoeuvres, reflections, doubts, discoveries, projects, 
performances, taxonomic landscapes, representations in and of the manifold practice. 
The collection since it is a reflection of the data landscape of the manifold practice, is 
progressional and expanding. It is a contemporary hard copy archive.

ON MEREOLOGICAL NEGOTIATIONS
OVERVIEW / ORTHOGONAL PERSPECTIVE:
In the text above, the concept of ‚mereological negotiations‘ is used a couple of times. 
The concept of mereology found its way into the manifold very recently. At the moment 
is seams a powerful concept to describe the mechanism of the operationality in and of 
the manifold practice. But on top of that, it seems a promising concept to talk about the 
main line of inquiry: space as relationship and the continuous shifting and negotiating of 
the form (of the enclosure) that is the thematic framework of the manifold practice. 
In a close reading of two drawings by Flemish Architect Julien Lampens, Jo Van Den 
Berghe writes: „The first drawing describes ‘in detail’ a fragment of the house. The 
architect has to organise a mereological negotiation between the whole and the detail, 
and this negotiation passes through the fragment. Hence, the role of the architectural 
fragment is crucial, and the meaning and information that oscillates between the whole 
and the detail passes through the fragment.“ 
In the same way that the architectural detail is entangled with the project for which it is 
designed, the mereological principles of part to whole and part to part within the whole 
resonate with the operationality of the manifold practice.
On different levels (and in different ways) the part to whole relationships are central to 
the manifold practice:
> (1) On the idea of distinction, overlap and the interval (a concept of space, space as 
relationships, the urban condition);
> (2) obviously in architecture as such: detail to project, spatial reflexivity;
> (3) on the way the knowledge is made apparent and actualised;
> (4) The parts of the manifold to each other (part to part, fragment to fragment) and 
part to the manifold; 
> (5) Architecture as a cognitive craft (contradictability of the artefacts of inquiry): how 
the economy of production could be influenced and steered from the idea of Mereology: 
because the information is located and situated in the relationship and not only in the 
document;
> (6) Fragment to manifold practice and; 
> (7) Yard to World etcetera.

The doctoral research is in (1) recognising this as fundamental in the operationality of 
the manifold; (2) explicating this in the curation of the artistic artefacts of inquiry; and 
(3) experimenting with this in a recusive way, embedding yards, in worlds.

The relationship of part to whole, and part to part within a whole is the fundamental 
mechanism of the manifold. The original abstract is inserted in this new abstract as a 
minitaure version of its previous self. As a Yard, it finds itself embedded in the current 
abstract that is a World. A World in relation and as such becomes a new Yard.   
Continuous shifting and negotiating of part to whole relations, and part to part rela-
tions within the whole is the fundament of the manifold practice.  

NOTE: HOW DID THE EXPERIMENTING EXISTS WHITIN THE MANIFOLD...?

YARD AND WORLD: SPACE AS RELATIONSHIPS IN A MEREOLOGICAL NEGO-
TIATION: YARD AND WORLD IS A FRAMEWORK. IT REPRESENTS THIS DOU-
BLE AMBIGUOUS SITUATION OF BEING DISTINCT BUT WITH OVERLAP. OF 
BEING A ‘YARD’ DISTINCT FROM THE ‘WORLD’ BUT OVERLOOKING 
THE ‘WORLD’ AND BEING PART OF THE ‘WORLD’, A ‘WORLD’ COM-
POSED OUT OF ‘YARDS’. THIS DESCRIBES A SPECIFIC KIND OF RELATION. 
IT IS THE ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION OF THAT TYPE OF MEREOLOGI-
CAL RELATION THAT IS EXPLORED AND IS DEVELOPED IN A MANIFOLD 
PRACTICE.  TO DRAW DISTINCTIONS BECOMES THE CENTRAL ACTIVITY IN 
THE MANIFOLD PRACTICE. DRAWING A DISTINCTION IS BOTH AN OPERATI-
ON IN SPACE (YOU CREATE SOMETHING WHILE NAMING IT) AND AN OPE-
RATION IN TIME (THERE IS A BEFORE AND AFTER). DRAWING DISTINCTIONS 
IS A RECURSIVE EXPRESSION THAT BECOMES THE CORE OF THE RESEARCH 
MECHANISM MANIFOLD PRACTICE.
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